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Text
Slack
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Text
NYC ADSTitle
transparency
law
Int. No. 1696-A: A Local Law in relation to
automated decision systems used by agencies
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1/11/2018

Textdraft
The Title
original
8/16/2017

this is NOT what was adopted
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Text
SummaryTitle
of Int.
No. 1696-A
Form an automated decision systems (ADS) task force that surveys
current use of algorithms and data in City agencies and develops
procedures for:
•

requesting and receiving an explanation of an algorithmic
decision affecting an individual (3(b))

•

interrogating ADS for bias and discrimination against members
of legally-protected groups (3(c) and 3(d))

•

allowing the public to assess how ADS function and are used
(3(e)), and archiving ADS together with the data they use (3(f))

we’ve come a long way from the original draft!
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Title
Text
Get
engaged!
10/16/2017
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TitleTask
Text Force
The ADS
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Title Text
February
12, 2019

Please be advised about the changes to the next Technology Committee hearing. The
hearing will be held jointly with the Commission on Public Information and
Communication (COPIC) on Tuesday, February 12, 2019 at 1 pm in the 14th Floor
Committee Room, 250 Broadway, New York, NY 10007.
The Committees will take testimony on the role of COPIC with respect to
improving government transparency, improving the public’s access to
government information, protecting personal information privacy, and facilitating
data sharing between city agencies. You are hereby invited to attend this meeting
and testify therein. Please feel free to bring with you such members of your staff you
deem appropriate to the subject matter.
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TheTitle
big Text
picture

analysis
querying

sharing

acquisition
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Text
UrbanTitle
homelessness

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/13/
nyregion/mayor-de-blasio-scrambles-tocurb-homelessness-after-years-of-notkeeping-pace.html
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Text
UrbanTitle
homelessness

https://www.nytimes.com/
2016/02/06/nyregion/youngand-homeless-in-new-yorkoverlooked-andunderserved.html
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Texthomelessness
ADS example:Title
urban

Transitional
housing

Rapid
re-housing

Permanent
housing

Emergency
shelter

image by Bill Howe
Housing with
services

Unsuccessful
exit

•

Services: rapid rehousing, transitional housing, emergency
shelter, permanent supportive housing

•

Support mechanisms: substance abuse treatment, mental health
treatment, protection for victims of domestic violence
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Texthomelessness
ADS example:Title
urban

Transitional
housing

Rapid
re-housing

Permanent
housing

Emergency
shelter

image by Bill Howe
Housing with
services

Unsuccessful
exit

•

Allocate interventions: services and support mechanisms

•

Recommend pathways through the system

•

Evaluate effectiveness of interventions, pathways, over-all system
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Texthomelessness
ADS example:Title
urban

Transitional
housing

Rapid
re-housing

Permanent
housing

Emergency
shelter

image by Bill Howe
Housing with
services

Unsuccessful
exit

•

Be transparent and accountable

•

Achieve equitable resource distribution

•

Be cognizant of the rights and preferences of individuals
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Title data
Text science
Responsible

done?
but where does the data come from?
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Text
How did Title
we get
the data?
• A multitude of datasets gathered from local communities, data is
weakly structured: inconsistencies, missing values, hidden and
apparent bias
• Some data was anonymized, other data was not shared in fear
of violating regulations or the trust of participants
• Shared data was triaged, aligned, integrated (ETL + SQL)
• Integrated data was then filtered (SQL) and prioritized (sorted/
ranked), and only then passed as input to the learning module
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Title Text
Mitigating urban
homelessness

finding: women are underrepresented in the fix the model!
favorable outcome groups (group fairness)

of course, but maybe… the input was generated with:
select * from R
where status = ‘unsheltered’
2 month
and length > 1

Julia Stoyanovich

10% female
40% female
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Title Text
Mitigating urban
homelessness

finding: young people are recommended
fix the model!
pathways of lower effectiveness (high error rate)

of course, but maybe…
mental health info was missing for this population
go back to the data acquisition step, look for additional datasets
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Mitigating urban
homelessness

finding: minors are underrepresented in the input, compared to
their actual proportion in the population (insufficient data)

fix the model??

unlikely to help!

minors data was not shared
go back to the data sharing step, help data providers share their data
while adhering to laws and upholding the trust of the participants
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The data Title
science
Textlifecycle

analysis

fairness

transparency
querying

sharing

acquisition

diversity

data protection
responsible data science requires a holistic view
of the data lifecycle
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Title
Text
Fairness
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Title Text
Fairness
in ML

by Moritz Hardt
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FairnessTitle
is lack
Textof “bias”
•

What are the tasks we are interested in?
-

•

for now, let’s say: predictive analytics
What do we mean by bias?

- statistical bias: a model is biased if it doesn’t summarize
the data correctly
- societal bias: a dataset or a model is biased if it does
not represent the world “correctly”, e.g., data is not
representative, there is measurement error, or the world
is “incorrect”
the world as it is or as it should be?

Julia Stoyanovich
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More on
Title
statistical
Text bias
•

Is statistical bias sufficient?
- A common view: “The model summarizes the data correctly. If
the data is biased - it’s not the algorithm’s fault”

• But:
• statistical bias says nothing about error distribution
• data biases are inevitable - training data is not identical
between groups - we must account for them
• Reframing: focus on designing systems that support human
values.
Sometimes we may decide to introduce statistical bias to
correct for societal bias!

Julia Stoyanovich
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free from “bias”? In a statistical sense, yes.19 In a societal sense, no,
because crime rates re�ect societal injustice (including how crime
Title
Text
“Biased
data”
is de�ned).
world as it should and could be
retrospective injustice
(societal bias)
world as it is
non-representative sampling
measurement error
world according to data
from “Prediction-Based Decisions and Fairness” by Mitchell, Potash and Barocas, 2018

Figure 2: “Biased data”

when data is about people, bias can lead to discrimination

�e term “biased model/algorithm” is used to describe violations
Julia Stoyanovich
of parities, e.g. unequal FPRs 25[6]. Lipton and Steinhardt caution
against collapsing statistical parities with legal or ethical concepts

The evils Title
of discrimination
Text

Disparate treatment is the illegal practice of
treating an entity, such as a creditor or
employee, differently based on a protected
characteristic such as race, gender, age,
religion, sexual orientation, or national origin.
Disparate impact is the result of systematic
disparate treatment, where disproportionate
adverse impact is observed on members of
a protected class.
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http://www.allenovery.com/publications/
en-gb/Pages/Protected-characteristicsand-the-perception-reality-gap.aspx

Regulated
Title Text
domains

Credit - Equal Credit Opportunity Act
Education - Civil Rights Act of 1964
Employment - Civil Rights Act of 1964
http://www.allenovery.com/publications/
en-gb/Pages/Protected-characteristicsand-the-perception-reality-gap.aspx

Housing - Fair Housing Act
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TheTitle
80%
Text
rule
[M/ Feldman, S. Friedler, J. Moeller, C. Scheidegger, S. Venkatasubramanian; KDD 2015]
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Disparate impact
Title vs.
Textthe 80% rule

•Advocated by the US Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC).
• Violating the 80% rule is not automatically
illegal: Business necessity arguments can be
made to excuse disparate impact
•To have disparate impact impact: violation of
the rule has to be shown as unjustified or
avoidable

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Vendors
andText
outcomes
Consider a vendor assigning positive or negative
outcomes to individuals.
Positive Outcomes

Negative Outcomes

offered employment

denied employment

accepted to school

rejected from school

offered a loan

denied a loan

offered a discount

not offered a discount

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Textto populations
Assigning outcomes
Fairness is concerned with how outcomes are
assigned to a population
positive outcomes
40% of the population

◦

◦

◦

◦
◦

◦

◦

◦

⊕
◦
⊖
◦

◦

◦
⊕
⊖
◦

◦

population

◦
⊖

⊖
◦
⊕
◦

◦
⊖

assignments
individual with
negative outcome
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◦
⊖

◦
⊕
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individual with
positive outcome

Sub-populations Title
may Text
be treated differently
Sub-population: those with red hair
(under the same assignment of outcomes)
40% of the whole population

red
hair
color
not
red

Julia Stoyanovich

⊕
⊖
⊖
⊕

⊖

⊖
⊖

⊕
⊖
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⊕

positive
outcomes
20%
of red
haired
60%
of not red
haired

}

disparate
impact
on red-haired
people
statistical
parity
fails

Title Text
Statistical
parity
Statistical parity (a popular group fairness measure)
demographics of the individuals receiving any outcome are the same
as demographics of the underlying population

40% of the whole population

red
hair
color
not
red

⊕

⊖
⊖

⊖

⊖

⊕
⊖

⊕

⊖

outcomes swapped
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⊕

positive
outcomes
40%
of red
haired
40%
of not red
haired

Title Text
Redundant
encoding
Now consider the assignments under both
hair color (protected) and hair length (innocuous)
hair length
long

hair
color

red

⊕

not
red

⊕ ⊕
⊕

not long

⊖ ⊖
⊖ ⊖
⊖
⊖

positive
outcomes
20%
of red
haired
60%
of not red
haired

Deniability
The vendor has adversely impacted red-haired people, but claims
that outcomes are assigned according to hair length.
Julia Stoyanovich
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Text
BlindingTitle
is not
an excuse
Removing hair color from the vendor’s assignment
process does not prevent discrimination!
hair length
long

hair
color

red

⊕

not
red

⊕ ⊕
⊕

not long

⊖ ⊖
⊖ ⊖
⊖
⊖

positive
outcomes
20%
of red
haired
60%
of not red
haired

Assessing disparate impact
Discrimination is assessed by the effect on the protected subpopulation, not by the input or by the process that lead to the effect.
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Redundant
encoding
Let’s replace hair color with race (protected),
hair length with zip code (innocuous)
zip code
10025
black

⊕

10027

⊖ ⊖
⊖ ⊖

positive
outcomes
20%
of black

race
white

Julia Stoyanovich

⊕ ⊕
⊕

⊖
⊖
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60%
of white

Title Text
Redlining
Redlining is the practice of arbitrarily denying or limiting
financial services to specific neighborhoods, generally
because its residents are people of color or are poor.
Philadelphia, 1936

Households and
businesses in the red
zones could not get
mortgages or business
loans.

wikipedia
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Text parity
ImposingTitle
statistical
May be contrary to the goals of the vendor
positive outcome: offered a loan
credit score
good

race

black

white

⊕
⊕ ⊖
⊕

bad

⊖
⊕

⊖
⊖
⊖

⊖

positive
outcomes
40%
of black

40%
of white

Impossible to predict loan payback accurately.
Use past information, which may itself be biased.
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Title
Textsufficient?
Is statistical
parity
Statistical parity (a popular group fairness measure)
demographics of the individuals receiving any outcome are the same
as demographics of the underlying population

credit score
good

race

black

white

⊕
⊕ ⊖
⊕

bad

⊖
⊕

⊖
⊖
⊖

⊖

positive
outcomes
40%
of black

40%
of white

Individual fairness
any two individuals who are similar w.r.t. a particular task should
receive similar outcomes
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title exclusion
Text
Justifying
Self-fulfilling prophecy
deliberately choosing the “wrong” (lesser qualified) members of the
protected group to build bad track record

credit score
good

race

black

white

Julia Stoyanovich

⊕
⊕ ⊖
⊕

bad

⊖ ⊕
⊖ ⊖
⊖
⊖

40

positive
outcomes
40%
of black

40%
of white

Text
Effect onTitle
sub-populations
Simpson’s paradox
disparate impact at the full population level disappears or reverses
when looking at sub-populations!

grad school admissions

gender

admitted

denied

positive
outcomes

F

1512

2809

35%
of women

M

3715

4727

44%
of men

UC Berkeley 1973: it appears men were admitted at higher rate.

Julia Stoyanovich
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Text
Effect onTitle
sub-populations
Simpson’s paradox
disparate impact at the full population level disappears or reverses
when looking at sub-populations!

favored group
women

gender

women
men
women
men
women

whole
population
35%
of women

44%
of men

UC Berkeley 1973: women applied to more competitive departments,
with low rates of admission among qualified applicants.
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Observational
Text
A word of caution:
data

Correlation is not causation!
Cannot claim a causal relationship based on
observational data alone. Need a story.
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Title Textdata analysis
Discrimination-aware
•

Detecting discrimination
-

•

[Ruggieri et al.; 2010]

mining for discriminatory patterns in
(input) data
verifying data-driven applications

data pre-processing

-

model post-processing

-

model regularization

-

data post-processing

[Romei et al.; 2012]
[Hajian & Domingo-Ferrer; 2013]
[Kamiran & Calders; 2009]
[Kamishima et al.; 2011]
[Mancuhan & Clifton; 2014]
[Feldman et al.; 2015]
[Dwork et al.; 2012]
[Zemel et al.; 2013]

both rely on discrimination criteria
Julia Stoyanovich

[Pedresci et al.; 2012]

[Mancuhan & Clifton; 2014]

Preventing discrimination
-

[Luong et al.; 2011]
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many more….

Titlediscrimination
Text
Quantifying
40% of the whole population

red
hair
color
not
red

⊕
⊖
⊖
⊕

X+

X−
Julia Stoyanovich

⊖

⊖
⊖

⊕
⊖

⊕

positive
outcomes
20%
of red
hair

Y = 1| X+

60%
of not red
hair

Y = 1| X−

discrete (binary) protected feature S
X+ are members of X with S=1
X- are members of X with S=0
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Y =1

Title Textcriteria
Discrimination
[I. Zliobaite, Data Mining & Knowledge Discovery (2017)]

•

Statistical tests check how likely the difference between
groups is due to chance - is there discrimination?

•

Absolute measures express the absolute difference
between groups, quantifying the magnitude of
discrimination

•

Conditional measures express how much of the difference
between groups cannot be explained by other attributes,
while also quantifying the magnitude of discrimination

•

Structural measures how wide-spread is discrimination?
Measures the number of individuals impacted by direct
discrimination.

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Discrimination
measures
[I. Zliobaite, Data Mining & Knowledge Discovery (2017)]
Discrimination measures
a proliferation

0:13

of task-specific measures

Table III. Summary of absolute measures. Checkmark (!) indicates that it is directly applicable in a given
machine learning setting. Tilde (∼) indicates that a straightforward extension exists (for instance, measuring
pairwise).

Protected variable
Measure
Mean difference
Normalized difference
Area under curve
Impact ratio
Elift ratio
Odds ratio
Mutual information
Balanced residuals
Correlation

Binary

Categoric

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

∼
∼
∼
∼
∼
∼
!
∼

Target variable

Numeric

!
!

Binary
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
∼
!

Ordinal

Numeric
!

!

!

!
!

!
!
!

Based on personal conversations with legal experts, we advocate for reporting the max%discrimination
of + for protected
class
imum from all the comparisons as the final
score. Alternatively,
all the
usedcould
for statistical
parity:by the group sizes to obtain an overall discriminascores
be summed weighing
% of + for population
tion score.
Even though absolute measures do not take into account any explanations of possible differences of decisions across groups, they can be considered as core building
blocks for developing conditional measures. Conditional measures do take into account
Julia
Stoyanovichin differences, and measure only
explanations
47 discrimination that cannot be explained
by non-protected characteristics.

Title Text
FairTest: identifying
discrimination
[F. Tramèr et al., arXiv:1510.02377 (2015)]

A test suite for data analysis applications
•

Tests for unintentional discrimination according to several representative
discrimination measures.

•

Automates search for context-specific associations between protected
variables and application outputs

•

FairTest: a testing suite for data-driven apps

• Finds context-specific associations between protected variables and
application
outputs
Report findings,
ranked
by association strength and affected population
• Bug report ranks findings by assoc. strength and affected pop. size
size
location, click, …

User inputs

Data-driven
application

prices, tags, …

Application outputs

race, gender, …
Protected vars.
zip code, job, …
qualifications, …

Context vars.
Explanatory vars.

FairTest
Association bug report
for developer

http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~djhsu/papers/fairtest-privacycon.pdf

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text measures
FairTest: discrimination
X+

[F. Tramèr et al., arXiv:1510.02377 (2015)]

Binary ratio / difference compares probabilities of
a single output for two groups
Pr(Y = 1 | X + ) − Pr(Y = 1 | X − )
Easy to extend to non-binary outputs, Pr(Y = 1 | X + )
−1
not easy to overcome binary
−
Pr(Y = 1 | X )
protected class membership

X−

Mutual information measures statistical dependence
between outcomes and protected group membership
Works for non-binary outputs, class membership,
can be normalized; bad for continuous values,
does not incorporate of order among values

Pr (y, s)
∑ Pr (y, s)ln Pr (y) Pr (s)

Pearson’s correlation measures strength of linear relationship between
outcomes and protected group membership
Works well for ordinal and continuous values, may detect non-linear correlations, is
easy to interpret; finding a 0 correlation does not imply that S and Y are independent
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Fairness through
awareness
[C. Dwork, M. Hardt, T. Pitassi, O. Reingold, R. S. Zemel; ITCS 2012]

Fairness: Individuals who are similar for the purpose of

classification task should be treated similarly.

y

•
•

M :X →O

M (y)

x

X individuals

A task-specific similarity
metric is given d(x, y)

M (x)

O outcomes

is a randomized mapping: an individual is
M : X → O mapped to a distribution over outcomes

Julia Stoyanovich
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Titlea Text
Fairness through
Lipschitz mapping
[C. Dwork, M. Hardt, T. Pitassi, O. Reingold, R. S. Zemel; ITCS 2012]

Individuals who are similar for the purpose of
classification task should be treated similarly.

y

•
•

M :X →O

M (y)

x

X individuals

A task-specific similarity
metric is given d(x, y)

M (x)

O intermediate mapping

M is a Lipschitz mapping if

∀x, y ∈X

M (x), M (y) ≤ d(x, y)

close individuals map to close distributions
there always exists a Lipschitz mapping - which?
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Fairness through
awareness
[C. Dwork, M. Hardt, T. Pitassi, O. Reingold, R. S. Zemel; ITCS 2012]

data owner

y

•
•

M :X →O

x

X individuals

vendor
M (y)

•
•

f :O → Y

M (x)

O outcomes

f (M (y))

•
•

f (M (x))

simpsons.wikia.com

Y actions

fairness enforced at this step vendor cannot introduce bias

Julia Stoyanovich
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ObjectiveTitle
of aText
data owner
[C. Dwork, M. Hardt, T. Pitassi, O. Reingold, R. S. Zemel; ITCS 2012]

data owner

y

•
•

M :X →O

x

X individuals

vendor
M (y)

•
•

f :O → Y

M (x)

O outcomes

f (M (y))

•
•

f (M (x))

simpsons.wikia.com

Y actions

Find a mapping from individuals to distributions over
outcomes that minimizes expected loss, subject to the
Lipschitz condition. Optimization problem: minimize an
arbitrary loss function.
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title the
Textvendor?
What about
[C. Dwork, M. Hardt, T. Pitassi, O. Reingold, R. S. Zemel; ITCS 2012]

Vendors can efficiently maximize expected utility,
subject to the Lipschitz condition
data owner

y

•
•

M :X →O

x

X individuals

vendor
M (y)

•
•

f :O → Y

M (x)

O outcomes

Computed with a linear program of size

f (M (y))

•
•

f (M (x))

Y actions

poly(| X |,| Y |)

the same mapping can be used by multiple vendors
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Textbackground
Some philosophical
[C. Calsamiglia; PhD thesis 2005]

“Equality of opportunity defines an important welfare criterion
in political philosophy and policy analysis.
Philosophers define equality of opportunity as the requirement
that an individual’s well being be independent of his or her
irrelevant characteristics. The difference among philosophers
is mainly about which characteristics should be
considered irrelevant.
Policymakers, however, are often called upon to address more
specific questions: How should admissions policies be designed
so as to provide equal opportunities for college? Or how should
tax schemes be designed so as to equalize opportunities for
income? These are called local distributive justice problems,
because each policymaker is in charge of achieving equality of
opportunity to a specific issue.”

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Connection
to privacy
Fairness through awareness generalizes differential privacy

y

•
•

M :X →O

x

X databases

M (y)
M (x)

O sanitized output

close databases map to close output distributions
Databases that differ in one record.

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Connection
to privacy
Does the fairness mapping provide privacy?
Similar individuals (according to d(x, y)) are hard
to distinguish in the intermediate mapping. This
provides a form of protection similar to anonymitybased privacy.

y

•
•

M :X →O

x

X individuals

M (y)
M (x)

O intermediate mapping

It depends on the metric d and on whether individual similarity
is based on sensitive properties.
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Text
Fairness through
awareness:
summary
[C. Dwork, M. Hardt, T. Pitassi, O. Reingold, R. S. Zemel; ITCS 2012]

•

An early work in this space, proposes a principled
data pre-processing approach

•

Stated as an individual fairness condition but also
sometimes leads to group fairness

•

Relies on an externally-supplied task-specific similarity
metric - magic!

•

Is not formulated as a learning problem, does not
generalize to unseen data

Julia Stoyanovich
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Titlerepresentations
Text
Learning fair
[R. S. Zemel, Y. Wu, K. Swersky, T. Pitassi, C. Dwork; ICML 2013]

data owner

X+

M :X → Z

vendor

f :Z →Y

•

X

Z

X individuals

Z user representation

X

−

fairness

•

Y
Y outcomes

utility

• Idea: remove reliance on a “fair” similarity measure,
instead learn representations of individuals, distances
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title and
Textutility
Fairness
[R. S. Zemel, Y. Wu, K. Swersky, T. Pitassi, C. Dwork; ICML 2013]

data owner

X+

X−

M :X → Z

X

vendor

f :Z →Y

•

Z

•

Y

Learn a randomized mapping M(X) to a set of K prototypes Z
M(X) should lose information about membership in S

P(Z | S = 0) = P(Z | S = 1)

M(X) should preserve other information so that vendor can maximize utility

L = Az ⋅ Lz + Ax ⋅ Lx + Ay ⋅ Ly
group
fairness
Julia Stoyanovich

individual
fairness
60

utility

Title Text
The objective
function
[R. S. Zemel, Y. Wu, K. Swersky, T. Pitassi, C. Dwork; ICML 2013]

data owner

X+

X−

M :X → Z

X

vendor

f :Z →Y

•

Z

•

Y

L = Az ⋅ Lz + Ax ⋅ Lx + Ay ⋅ Ly
group
fairness

Pk+ = P(Z = k | x ∈X + )
−
k

−

P = P(Z = k | x ∈X )

individual
fairness

Lz = ∑ Pk+ − Pk−
k

Lx = ∑ (xn − x!n )2
n

Ly = ∑ −yn log y!n − (1− yn )log(1− y!n )
n

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Learning fair representations:
summary
[R. S. Zemel, Y. Wu, K. Swersky, T. Pitassi, C. Dwork; ICML 2013]

•

A principled learning framework in the data pre-processing /
classifier regularization category

•

Evaluation of accuracy, discrimination (group fairness) and
consistency (individual fairness), promising results on real
datasets

•

Not clear how to set K, so as to trade off accuracy / fairness

•

The mapping is task-specific

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text (2009)
Ricci v. DeStefano

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text of fairness
On the (im)possibility
[S. Friedler, C. Scheidegger and S. Venkatasubramanian, arXiv:1609.07236v1 (2016)]

Goal: tease out the difference between beliefs and mechanisms that
logically follow from those beliefs.
Main insight: To study algorithmic fairness is to study the interactions
between different spaces that make up the decision pipeline for a task
Construct Space
CS

Observed Space
OS

Decision Space
DS

•
•
•

••
•

•
•
•

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Textand outcomes
Examples of features
[S. Friedler, C. Scheidegger and S. Venkatasubramanian, arXiv:1609.07236v1 (2016)]

Construct Space

Observed Space

intelligence

SAT score

grit

high-school GPA

propensity to
commit crime

family history

risk-averseness

age

Decision Space

performance in
college

recidivism

define fairness through properties of mappings
between CS, OS and DS
Julia Stoyanovich
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Textmappings
Fairness Title
through
[S. Friedler, C. Scheidegger and S. Venkatasubramanian, arXiv:1609.07236v1 (2016)]

Fairness: a mapping from CS to DS is (ε, ε’)-fair if two objects that are
no further than ε in CS map to objects that are no further than ε’ in DS.

f :CS → DS

dCS (x, y) < ε ⇒ d DS ( f (x), f (y)) < ε '

CS

OS

DS

•
•
•

••
•

•
•
•

let’s focus on this portion
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Title
Text
A world view: What
you
see is what you get
[S. Friedler, C. Scheidegger and S. Venkatasubramanian, arXiv:1609.07236v1 (2016)]

CS

OS

DS

•
•
•

••
•

•
•
•

What you see is what you get (WYSIWYG): there exists a mapping
from CS to OS that has low distortion. That is, we believe that OS
faithfully represents CS. This is the individual fairness world view.

Julia Stoyanovich
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TitleStructural
Text
A world view:
bias
[S. Friedler, C. Scheidegger and S. Venkatasubramanian, arXiv:1609.07236v1 (2016)]

CS

OS

DS

•
•
•

••
•

•
•
•

We are all equal (WAE): the mapping from CS to OS introduces
structural bias - there is a distortion that aligns with the group
structure of CS. This is the group fairness world view.

Structural bias examples: SAT verbal questions function
differently in the African-American and in the Caucasian
subgroups in the US. Other examples?
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Observational
Text
A word of caution:
data

We cannot tell, based on observational data alone, whether the
world is WYSIWYG or WAE

Other examples where observational data is insufficient?

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Two notions
of fairness
individual fairness

group fairness

equality

equity

two intrinsically different world views
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title as
Text
Fairness definitions
“trolley problems”

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Text sentencing
Racial bias in
criminal
A commercial tool COMPAS
automatically predicts some
categories of future crime to assist in
bail and sentencing decisions. It is
used in courts in the US.

https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing

Julia Stoyanovich
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Text instrument
COMPAS as aTitle
predictive
[J. Kleinberg, S. Mullainathan, M. Raghavan; ITCS 2017]
Predictive parity (also called calibration)
an instrument identifies a set of instances as having probability x of
constituting positive instances, then approximately an x fraction of this
set are indeed positive instances, over-all and in sub-populations

COMPAS is well-calibrated: in the window around 40%,
the fraction of defendants who were re-arrested is ~40%,
both over-all and per group.

[plot from Corbett-Davies et al.; KDD 2017]
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Title
Text
Group fairness
impossibility
result
[A. Chouldechova; arXiv:1610.07524v1 (2017)]
If a predictive instrument satisfies predictive parity, but the prevalence of the
phenomenon differs between groups, then the instrument cannot achieve equal
false positive rates and equal false negative rates across these groups

Recidivism rates in the ProPublica dataset are higher for
the black group than for the white group

https://www.propublica.org/article/how-we-analyzed-the-compas-recidivism-algorithm

What is recidivism?: Northpointe [the maker of COMPAS] defined
recidivism as “a finger-printable arrest involving a charge and a filing
for any uniform crime reporting (UCR) code.”

Julia Stoyanovich
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Titlefor
Text
Fairness
whom?
based on a slide by Arvind Narayanan

Decision-maker: of those
I’ve labeled high-risk, how
many will recidivate?
Defendant: how likely am I
to be incorrectly classified
high-risk?
Society: (think positive
interventions) is the
selected set
demographically
balanced?

labeled
low-risk

labeled
high-risk

did not
recidivate

TN

FP

recidivated

FN

TP

different metrics matter to different stakeholders

h"ps://www.propublica.org/ar2cle/propublica-responds-tocompanys-cri2que-of-machine-bias-story
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Impossibility
theorem
Metric

Equalized under

Selection probability

Demographic parity

Pos. predictive value

Predictive parity

based on a slide by Arvind Narayanan

Chouldechova
paper

Neg. predictive value
False positive rate

Error rate balance

False negative rate

Error rate balance

Accuracy

Accuracy equity

All these metrics can be expressed in terms of FP, FN, TP, TN
If these metrics are equal for 2 groups, some trivial algebra shows
that the prevalence (in the COMPAS example, of recidivism, as
measured by re-arrest) is also the same for 2 groups
Nothing special about these metrics, can pick any 3!
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Title Text
Ways to evaluate
binary classifiers
based on a slide by Arvind Narayanan

364 impossibility theorems :)
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Title Text
Individual
fairness
based slides by Arvind Narayanan

Individual fairness:
assuming scores are
calibrated, we cannot pick a
single threshold for 2 groups
that equalizes both the False
Positives Rate and the False
Negatives Rate

Julia Stoyanovich
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Titleright
Textanswer?
What’s the
There is no single answer!
Need transparency and public debate
•

Consider harms and benefits to different stakeholders

•

Being transparent about which fairness criteria we use, how we
trade them off

•

Recall “Learning Fair Representations”: a typical ML approach

L = Az ⋅ Lz + Ax ⋅ Lx + Ay ⋅ Ly
group
fairness

individual
fairness

utility

apples + oranges + fairness = ?
Julia Stoyanovich
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